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Brussels without traffic lights….



…AI agent on 

SAS’s Board of 

Directors…
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internet
1 trillion sensors 
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the internet
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Tax collected 
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• Actionable Intelligence

• Human Interaction

• Decision Support

• Abstraction and 
perceptions

• Semantics and beyond 

• Predictive computing

• Structured data

• Semantics

• Protocols
Information

• Sensory Data

• Connectivity

• Exposure
Data

Knowledge

Wisdom



Efficient 
IoT data 
analytics

Effortless 
deployment

Information

Ensure 
Wireless 

QoS
Data

Knowledge

Wisdom
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Ensure 

Wireless 

performance

Flexible Radio Platform

Efficient

IoT data

Analytics 

Distributed reasoning on distributed IoT data

Black/Grey/White-box adaptive system modeling and control

Flexible protocol development

Reliability in dense and harsh environment

Distributed Network Intelligence

Effortless 

deployment

of IoT 

solutions
Effortless adaptive distribution of IoT Intelligence 

Scalable collection and processing of IoT Data 

Plug-n-Play Sensor Integration

Unsupervised event and anomaly detection in (real-time) IoT data streams

Self-managed, cognitive IoT architectures

Predictive/corrective maintenance in industrial setting

Secure

IoT 

Architectures

Advanced support for policy enforcement and management

Cryptography for IoT

End‐to‐End Security Architectures

Hard ‐and software primitives for secure IoT ...
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WIRELESS TEST BED



Track4c video



 In the warehouse, wooden crates full of metal parts are sometimes

stacked up like ‘walls’ that move and change very often. This constantly

changing geography has a severe impact on wireless coverage

 Working in shifts and with fluctuations in demand, usage patterns are very

uneven. When a lot of devices are working close together, e.g. Bluetooth 

headsets that connect to terminals, interference issues appear.

 Proprietary information makes security a top priority.

FORWARD

Fast, reliable wireless

connectivity can be

elusive in a factory full 

of structures and

machinery that

obstruct signal

transmission.
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Driving the IoT onto the factory floor



 Proactive and reactive maintenance are key applications for IoT in the 

textile industry. To support these applications, two architectures are 

needed: one is a point-to-point solution that connects individual machines 

to each other and to human operators, and the other gathers data from all

the machines for comparison and storage on a single server. 

 The solution should accommodate various data collection needs and

keep up with evolving hardware. 

PICANOL

Intelligent weaving

machines that are part 

of the IoT can warn

textile mill operators of 

maintenance 

requirements and

pinpoint efficiency 

opportunities.
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Weaving textile manufacturing into the IoT





Digital waves:

1. Everything connected

2. Cyber security & privacy

3. Data science

iMinds

You

Sharks



The wisdom 

of the crowd: 

No one of us 

is smarter 

than all of us


